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1   AKTiveMedia

Nowadays a large and growing amount of information is stored in various multimedia 
formats, such as images, video, audio. Much research has been undertaken into the 
efficient and effective storage, access, usage and retrieval of textual information. 
Semantic annotation and enrichment has been proposed as a way to make textual and 
graphical information available in documents for effective and efficient use. For 
example, several activities focus on text annotation as a way to enrich a textual 
document, making it machine-readable and also accessible to people [1, 2, 4, 5]; other 
projects focus more on annotation of images e.g. [3]. However, we believe that the 
separation of text and images is artificial and there is a strong need for enabling true 
cross-media annotations that span the division of text and images. A constantly 
increasing number of information sources, like websites, often contain both text and 
images that are interrelated: usually the text in the document contains references to 
the image or describes it. It is therefore crucial to develop strategies and interfaces for 
cross-media knowledge creation and sharing that will make these references explicit, 
increasing the value of the document itself. 

AKTiveMedia is a user centric system for cross-media document enrichment; it uses 
Semantic Web and language technologies for acquiring, storing and reusing 
knowledge in a collaborative way, sharing it with other members of the community. 
AKTiveMedia’s aim is to provide a seamless interface that guides users through the 
annotation process, reducing the complexity of their task. The system supports 
document enrichment through ontology-based and free-text annotations; these can be 
inserted manually by a user, inserted by reusing other users’ annotations or suggested 
by the system. An Information Extraction system is integrated, learning from previous 
textual annotations and suggesting new ones, thus easing the annotation process. A 
context specific annotation mechanism that uses suggestions inferred from both the
ontology and from the previously stored annotations has also been implemented: as an 
example consider a HTML document that has details about visits to the KMI institute. 
When the user is annotating the document, he will start annotating “Enrico Motta” as 
a visited person. If in the same document a picture of Enrico is present and the user is 



annotating using the same ontology concept, the system will suggest as a description
“Enrico Motta” (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Annotating HTML using AKTive Media

If the suggestion is accepted by the user an identity is established between the 
instances in the text and the ones in the image (same URI). In case the image is 
annotated first, the system will search the text for descriptions compatible with those 
in the image. Matching is done using string distance metrics1. A sharing and reuse 
facility is available to view other users’ annotations and comments, in order to share 
the knowledge inside the community. 
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Demo Description

AKTiveMedia is a user centric system for multimedia document enrichment; it uses 
Semantic Web and language technologies for acquiring, storing and reusing 
knowledge. The aim is to provide a seamless interface that guides users through the 
annotation process, reducing the complexity of their task. The main modalities 
supported are: image annotation, text annotation and cross text/image annotation. All 
modalities share the same functionalities and very similar interfaces. They all offer 
ontology-based enrichment through a graphical interface: portions of text or images 
can be associated with concepts in the ontology with a straightforward point&click 
interface. Free-text annotations can also be added on top of the ontology-based ones, 
to insert more information. Every annotation is separately stored in the form of RDF 
file. The system is based on a configurable plug-in model in which the different 
components (e.g. ontology loader, annotation modalities, web services etc.) are 
independent sub-models that can be plugged in for creating a custom application. The 
architecture focuses on RDF as a way to store and query data and to communicate 
between components and web services and as a way to distribute the architecture. All
the annotations are stored as RDF triples inside a local store and periodically updated 
into a central triple store using web services (Figure 1). This modular architecture has 
been implemented in order to allow different users to see other people’s annotations 
and reuse them. 

Figure 1 - AKTiveMedia sharing model.

The Demo will show the AKTiveMedia system running with some example html 
documents taken from KMI (Knowledge Media Institute) website. Users will be able 
to annotate document and images and see the Information Extraction system working, 
suggesting new annotations for the corpus. They will also be able to see other user’s
suggestions, to understand how the knowledge sharing process works. This will show 
how the cross-media annotation process is greatly eased and made faster by the 
integration of Semantic Web and Language Technologies. 


